Pererindod Melangell Walk
15 or 8.5 mile options
A walk to a saint’s retreat below the Berwyn mountains.

Distance - around 2 miles
Duration - around an hour
Distance - around
2 miles
Pererindod
Melangell
Walk
A challenging 15 mile linear (one way) walk, Pererindod
Melangell traces a route between the
Vynwy and Tanat Valleys - trodden in centuries past by
pilgrims, quarrymen and drovers.

The Llangynog Loop (8.5 miles)
This is a circular route which joins up with the the final
section of the Pererindod Melangell walk.
It's a good alternative if you want a taste of the Melangell
trail but don't want to tackle the entire
15- mile journey.
Contact Ed & Jenny Matthews on edjenny.miller@btinternet.com Tel: 01691 870 626

Link to BBC website with details of walk:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/mid/sites/walks/pages/pererindod_melangell.shtml

Pererindod Melangell
A challenging 15 mile linear (one way) walk, Pererindod Melangell traces a route between the
Vynwy and Tanat Valleys - trodden in centuries past by pilgrims, quarrymen and drovers.
Start: Pont Llogel
Finish: Llangynog
Distance: 15 miles (24km)
Notes: The Pererindod Melangell walk has waymarked discs, poles and posts along the way. The
going is easy along the first half, mostly on forestry roads, back lanes and tracks. Between
Llanwddyn and Pennant Melangell the route is more challenging, including tussocky moorland
and upland bog - walking boots are a must. The section between Bwlch-sych and Pwlliago should
not be attempted when there is low cloud, mist or snow as the route crosses high, remote
countryside only suitable for very experienced walkers.
Walk Description
Pererindod Melangell is an undulating route, with gentle valley floor and moorland top sections
linked by long climbs into and out of the area's valleys. Experienced walkers should find no
difficulty in completing the walk in one day. Recreational walkers may find it best to split it in two,
breaking the route at Llanwddyn, with its wealth of activities and facilities based around Lake
Vyrnwy.
The Pererindod Melangell walk starts at Pont Llogel – already on both the Glyndwr's Way and the
popular Ann Griffiths Walk, named after the renowned hymn-writer who lived
locally. It climbs into Dyfnant Forest, cresting a ridgetop viewpoint before undulating through
forest and along lanes to Lake Vyrnwy. Rising past bronze age remains, the route gains Hirnant
Forest, unveiling views to the rugged Aran Mountains, the highest in Britain south of Snowdon
itself. Beyond the forest, rough sheep pastures are crossed to reach the highest point on the route 1,627 feet. Woodlands threaded with streams and waterfalls accompany the walk to its target,
remote St. Melangell's Church, hidden in the Tanat Valley. Quiet paths and lanes lead to
Llangynog, from where a circular day walk allows exploration of the high ridges and secluded
valleys of high Tanat.
If you want to tackle the whole walk, Powys County Council publish a booklet with maps
describing each section of the route which you can pick up at a local Tourist Information. If you
want to do a one day alternative, try the Llangynog Loop (see bottom of document).
The Legend of Pererindod Melangell
The name of the walk 'Pererindod MelangeIl' roughly translates from the Welsh for 'Melangell's
Pilgrimage'. The legend of Melangell derives from two seventeenthcentury transcripts of a lost
medieval Life of the Saints. One day a prince named Brochwel was hunting at a place called
Pennant. His hounds raised a hare that took refuge in a thicket. On pursuit, the prince found a
virgin praying, with the hare hiding under the folds of her garment. The hounds were urged on but
fled, howling; their huntsman raised his horn to his lips and was unable to remove it. The virgin
informed the prince that she dwelt at this place, and that she had fled here for refuge. So impressed

was the prince by Melangell's godliness that he granted the valley to her and here she founded a
religious community.

BBC - Mid Wales Walks - Llangynog Loop Web Link:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/mid/sites/walks/pages/llangynog_loop.shtml

Llangynog Loop
This is a circular route which joins up with the the final section of the Pererindod Melangell walk.
It's a good alternative if you want a taste of the Melangell trail but don't want to tackle the entire
15- mile journey.
Start: Llangynog
Finish: Llangynog
Distance: 8.5miles (13.5km)
Notes: There is a public car park at Llangynog. Parts of the
walk cross boggy land and walking boots are advisable.

The Llangynog Loop Route
Turn left from Llangynog village car park, pass between the inns and take the main road over the
bridge. Bear left, and in 75 yards turn right upalong the lane (bridleway) opposite the caravan park
entrance.
Passing by modern houses, the track roughens and starts a lengthy climb through old quarry
workings. Keep left at the waymark post, bend sharply left then right to reach a stile beside a gate,
then pass by the renovated cottage of Pen-y-Parc.
Continuing uphill, the views improve with each few step, unveiling splendid panoramas up Cwm
Pennant and over to Craig Rhiwarth. Keep left at any forks, passing by two low waymark poles to
reach sheep pens and a level stretch leading to a gateway.
Pass through this gateway and turn right along the line of fence. A gentle ascent ensues along the
edge of mature fir woods, a younger plantation off to your right.
Keep the fence immediately on your right. The younger plantation ends, you remain beside the
older trees to reach a stile out of the forest. The way ahead is along the ridge and close to the fence
(left). There's no well-worn path, so take your time as the bilberry-rich moorland can be difficult
underfoot.
There's a stirring view down into the great embayment of Cwm Dwygo. Just yards before reaching
the next tract of forest, climb the stile then continue ahead, regaining thick firwoods to your right.
You'll meet two cross-moorland fences, tackle them and stay on track parallel to the forest.
This section of path, a long abandoned trading route called Ffordd Gefn, passes over two low rises.
On clear days, the distant horizon to the south (looking left) includes The Wrekin above Telford,
the Stiperstones and the length of the Kerry Ridge.
At the crest of the second rise divert a few yards left to find the austere remains of a prehistoric
chambered burial, the weighty cap stone lying slightly adrift of the hollow beneath.
A gap in the hills allows a fleeting view down to Lake Vyrnwy, whilst ahead the craggy skyline of
the Arans takes the eye.

Returning to the forest edge, descend to the very boggy corner and a meeting of fences (3.25 miles
to here). This is where the main route of the Pererindod Melangell Walk is joined.
Cross the fence here and pick a way ahead through this upland bog to join an indistinct path
parallel to the forestedge fence. Pass over a cross-fence and then watch for a clearly marked stile
on your right. Cross this and walk down alongside a drainage ditch on your right to a major forest
road. Turn left on this and follow it for a few hundred yards.
A little way round a right-hand bend, as the road starts to rise, look for a low marker post on the
right pointing down an initially hidden track. Follow this down through the trees and over a boggy
section to firmer ground.
Remain with this green path, a deepening dingle forming to your right. The path emerges from the
woods at a stile, offering a splendid view down into Cwm Llech. Look for the footbridge visible in
the valley bottom just above an ash tree, and trace the route through the high bracken down to this.
The way is across the bridge and right.
Walk beneath the ash tree and past the ruinous sheep pens to a gate and stile. Beyond this point
follow the forest track, soon joining a wider forest road along which bear right. Off to the right
here is the crag known as Craig yr Arian, cutting off from view a series of falls called Pistyll yr
Gyfyng. There are precipitous drops here, off-road exploration is not recommended; the views
from the road itself down Cwm Llech are reward enough. Stay with the forestry road, passing out
of the plantation and above a ruined cottage. Go through the gate beyond and follow this rough
lane to and through the farmyard at Pwlliago Farm.
Continue down the tarred lane beyond, keeping left at the junction (signed for Pennant Melangell)
and left again at the T-junction, following this narrow lane the mile distance to the hamlet itself.
Enter the churchyard of St. Melangell beneath the lychgate beside the car park.
Leave the car park over the stile at the narrow end, joining the subsequent field road. Keep ahead
at the fork and cross a stile, following the high old hazel hedge through meadows, then bear left
uphill from the riverbank to a stile and gate into the grounds of Llechwedd-y-Garth House.
Pass below the outbuildings (expect the shrieks of the colourful peacocks here) and fork right
down the rough track, remaining with this to reach a lane at a sharp corner.
Close to hand across the valley is the immense crag of Moel Dimoel, dwarfing the bright, white
cottages at its foot. Walk ahead down the lane to the first bend, here climb the stile on the left and
trace the fence to another stile.
Turn right past this to another one, climb and bear left along the long narrow pasture above the
lane. Leave the field at the stile and turn left along the lane to complete the long mile back to
Llangynog.
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